Topological interference management (TIM) problem studies partially connected interference networks with no channel state information except for the connectivity graph at transmitters. In this paper, we consider a similar problem in the uplink cellular networks while message passing is enabled at receivers (e.g., base stations) in which the decoded messages can be routed to other receivers via backhaul links to help improve overall network performance. For this new problem setting, we try to answer the following two questions: (1) when is orthogonal access optimal? and (2) when does message passing help? From both graph theoretic and index coding perspectives, we are able to offer preliminary answers to those questions by identifying sufficient and/or necessary conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interference networks with no channel state information (CSI) except for the knowledge of the connectivity graph at the transmitters have been studied as the topological interference management (TIM) problem [1] . It has been shown that substantial gains in terms of degrees of freedom (DoF) can be obtained with only this topological information for partially connected interference networks. Surprisingly, one half DoF per user, which is optimal for an interference channel with perfect and global CSI, can be attained for some partially connected interference channels with only topological knowledge at transmitters. Its significant reduction of CSI requirement at transmitters attracts a lot of followup works aiming at various aspects. The TIM problem was also nicely bridged to the "index coding" problem [2] . The former offers well-developed interference management techniques (such as interference alignment) to attack the latter, and also serves as an application of great practical interest in cellular networks for the latter.
Recently, the TIM problem under a broadcast setting with distributed transmitter cooperation in the downlink cellular network was considered in [3] . It has been shown that, if message sharing is enabled at base stations, higher rate transmission can be created by allocating messages to transmitters in a way such that the interference can be perfectly avoided or aligned. As a dual problem, a natural question then arises as to whether cooperative decoding at base stations (or receiver cooperation) in the uplink cellular networks also offers us some gains under such a TIM setting.
Cooperative decoding at base stations in the uplink cellular networks was widely studies in [4] , [5] , where the received signals are shared among base stations via backhaul links so that joint signal processing is enabled. Nevertheless, joint signal processing and decoding results in huge amount of backhaul overhead, even if the quantized signal samples are shared locally in a clustered decoding fashion [5] . Most recently, a new type of local base station cooperation framework in uplink cellular networks was proposed in [6] to boost the overall network performance. Differently from the strategy of sharing quantized version of received signals, the authors in [6] considered a successive decoding policy, in which the message at each receiver is decoded based on the signal what it receives as well as the "decoded messages" passed from neighboring base stations that have already decoded in an earlier stage. It has been shown that the local and singleround (non-iterative) one-dimensional message passing enables interference alignment without requiring symbol extensions or lattice alignment. The crucial enabler is still the taking into account of partial connectivity of cellular networks, while as usual perfect and instantaneous CSIT is required. A natural question to ask is, if it is possible to attain performance gain in partially connected cellular networks with only topological information, given that decoded message passing is enabled.
In this work, we formally formulate the TIM problem with decoded message passing at receivers. As soon as a receiver decodes its own message, it can pass its message to any other receivers who are interested. We consider the following two message passing policies:
• Single-round message passing: Given a decoding order, the message passing is one-directional, allowing only the messages to be passed from those decoded earlier to those decoded later. • Multiple-round message passing: Each round is a onedirectional message passing with a unique decoding order. Different rounds can have distinct decoding orders. Specifically, we try to answer the following questions: 1) What is orthogonal access and under what condition is it DoF-optimal? 2) When does message passing help? From both graph theoretic and index coding perspectives, we are able to offer preliminary answers to these questions by identifying sufficient and/or necessary conditions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. Channel Model
We consider an uplink cellular network with K user terminals (i.e., transmitters) that want to send messages to K base stations (i.e., receivers), respectively. The base stations are connected with backhaul links, through which one base station could pass its own decoded messages to its neighboring ones. Both user terminals and base stations are equipped with one single antenna each. Limited by the extremely scarce resource for channel feedback, the users have no access to channel realizations but only know the network connectivity graph, i.e., which user is connected to which base station. The received signals in this partially-connected network are modeled, for the base station j at time instant t, by
where X i (t) is the transmitted signal subject to average power constraint E(|X i | 2 ) ≤ P , Z j (t) is the Gaussian noise with zero-mean and unit-variance at base stations, and h ji (t) is the channel coefficient between user i and base station j, and is not known by users. Here we use T j to represent the transmit set containing the indices of users that are connected to base station j, for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}. We emphasize that channel coefficients {h ji (t), ∀ i, j, t} are not available at the users, yet the network topology (i.e., T j , ∀j) is known by both users and base stations. The network topology is assumed to be fixed throughout the duration of communication. Such a setup was referred to as the "Topological Interference Management (TIM)" setting [1] .
B. Problem Statement
Similarly to the definition in [6] , a decoding order π is a partial order ≺ π such that i ≺ π j indicates the message W i should be decoded before W j . We assume that the base station i only decodes its own desired message W i , and then only passes W i to the base station j, even though sometimes the messages other than W i are also accessible or decodable. Such a problem with decoded message passing at receivers under the TIM setting is referred to as the "TIM-MP" problem. In the TIM-MP problem, given a decoding order i ≺ π j, once W i is decoded, it can be passed to receiver j to help decode W j . Throughout this paper, we consider the one-hop message passing, that is, a message can be passed to all its neighbors, i.e., any other receivers who are interfered by this message.
Formally, the achievable rate of the TIM-MP problem can be defined as follows. A rate tuple (R π 1 , . . . , R π K ) is said to be achievable under a specified decoding order π if there exists a (2 nR1 , . . . , 2 nR K , n) code scheme consists of the following elements:
with power constraint E |X i | 2 ≤ P , where each transmitter has only access to its own message and the network topology is represented as a bipartite graph G;
where H = {h ji (t), ∀i, j, t}, and S π j is a set of decoded messages passed from other receivers through backhaul links, defined as
such that the decoding error P (n,π) e = max j {P(W j =Ŵ j )} tends to zero when the code block length n tends to infinity.
The achievable rate region with respect to the decoding order π, denoted as R π , is the set of all achievable rate tuples (R π 1 , . . . , R π K ), corresponding to the single-round message passing. The overall achievable rate region for multiple-round message passing over all possible decoding orders is given by
which can be obtained by time sharing among multiple singleround message passing with different decoding orders allowed in different rounds. The capacity region C is the set of all achievable rate tuples in R for all decoding orders with multipleround message passing. We follow the TIM settings to use symmetric DoF and DoF region as our main figures of merit.
Definition 1 (Symmetric DoF and DoF Region)
.
C. Interference Modeling
We are going to model the mutual interference in the network as a directed message conflict graph. A directed graph (briefly referred to as digraph) D = (V, A) consists of a set of vertices V and a set of arcs A between two vertices. We denote by (u, v) the arc (i.e., directed edge) from vertex u to vertex v. More graph theoretic definitions are presented in Appendix.
Definition 2 (Conflict Digraph). For a network topology, its directed conflict graph ("conflict digraph" for short) is a digraph with messages being vertices, and (i, j) is an arc if and only if there is a interfering link from transmitter i to receiver j in the network topology.
Due to lack of space, we briefly summarize the results with sketched proofs, and more details and rigorous proofs are given in [7] .
III. WHEN IS ORTHOGONAL ACCESS OPTIMAL?
As the simplest transmission scheme, orthogonal access is of great practical interest. For the TIM problem, orthogonal access is to schedule independent sets of the conflict graph [8] , because simultaneous transmission of the messages in an independent set avoids mutual interference. By contrast, message passing offers the possibility of interference cancelation for the messages that are not in an independent set. This complicates orthogonal access under message passing setting, as both interference avoidance and cancelation should be taken into account.
A. Orthogonal Access Definition 3 (Orthogonal Access). Orthogonal access of TIM-MP problems is to schedule acyclic sets of the conflict digraphs in different time slots.
The messages in an acyclic set can be decoded successively via decoded message passing in one time slot. In an acyclic set, there always exists at least one vertex with no incoming arcs. We start with the decoding of these messages, which are free of interference. After decoding these messages, they are passed to the next ones which are only interfered by them such that the interference can be fully canceled out, and thus these next messages are decodable. Keep doing this until all messages in this acyclic set are decoded in such a successive way. As such, simultaneous transmission of the messages in an acyclic set does not have residual interference left after the interference cancelation with passed messages.
Let us look at orthogonal access from graph coloring perspective. If each acyclic set is assigned with one color, orthogonal access is equivalent to acyclic sets coloring, instead of vertex coloring, of conflict digraphs, such that the messages assigned with the same color induce acyclic sub-digraphs and are successively decodable. According to the definition of dichromatic number of digraphs in Appendix, we can immediately obtain an inner bound of symmetric DoF.
Theorem 1. For the TIM-MP problems with conflict digraphs D, we have an inner bound
which is achieved by orthogonal access with single-round message passing. Example 1. For the conflict digraphs in Fig. 1 , there are only directed odd cycles in Fig. 1(a) , only directed even cycles in Fig. 1(b) , and both odd and even directed cycles in Fig. 1(c) and (d). So, according to Corollary 2, the optimal symmetric DoF for both (a) and (b) are 1 2 . It is not expected in (c) to achieve one-half DoF, and in fact d sym = 1 3 , which will be shown later. Nevertheless, the symmetric DoF value of Fig.  1(d) is also 1 2 , although the conflict digraph contains both even and odd cycles. This shows that the condition in Corollary 2 is only sufficient but not necessary. ♦ The dichromatic number of a digraph D can be represented as the solution to the following linear program:
where A(D) is the set of all possible acyclic sets, and A(D, v) is the set of all possible acyclic sets that involve the vertex v. If we replace g(A) ∈ {0, 1} by g(A) ∈ [0, 1], as the fractionalized versions of other graph theoretic parameters, we obtain the fractional dichromatic number χ A,f (D), which can also serve as an inner bound of the symmetric DoF.
Lemma 1. For the TIM-MP problem with conflict digraph D, we have
which is achieved by orthogonal access with multiple-round message passing.
Fractional coloring, no matter whether independent or acyclic set coloring, can be treated as time sharing among a set of proper non-fractional coloring, where e.g., g(A) ∈ [0, 1] is the portion of the shared time of the acyclic set A. If there only exists the symmetric part in the conflict digraph (i.e., without uni-directed arcs), both dichromatic number and its fractional version reduce to their counterparts in the underlying undirected graph, as acyclic sets in the digraph reduce to independent set in the underlying undirected graph.
By fractional acyclic set coloring, we have the symmetric DoF inner bound for the regular network [3] .
Corollary 3. For the (K, L) regular network (K ≥ L) with T j = {j, j + 1, . . . , j + L − 1} mod K, we have
Unless otherwise specified, orthogonal access in the rest of this paper is referred to multiple-round message passing.
B. Optimality of Orthogonal Access
Orthogonal access is so simple that it is not expected to be the best way we can do. Surprisingly, however, it can be shown to be optimal in terms of DoF region for a family of networks. Before proceeding further, we recall a theorem for the optimality of orthogonal access (fractional vertex coloring) for TIM (index coding) problems without message passing. The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 2 but message passing is enabled. Theorem 3. Orthogonal access (i.e., fractional acyclic set coloring) achieves the optimal DoF region of the TIM-MP problem if the conflict digraph D is perfect. For the networks with perfect conflict digraphs D and its symmetric part S(D), the optimal DoF region can be characterized by
where Q(S(D)) is the set of all possible cliques in the symmetric undirected conflict graph S(D).
Proof. We first give an outer bound of DoF region with regard to any clique in the conflict digraph, followed by showing the vertices of the DoF region polytope is integral when the conflict digraph is perfect. Then we show that the DoF tuple of the region is achievable by acyclic set coloring (orthogonal access with single-round message passing), and thus the whole region can be achieved by time sharing, which is analogue to fractional acyclic set coloring.
Given a clique Q in the symmetric part S(D) of the conflict digraph D, any decoding order induces an acyclic subdigraph in the side information graph of the index coding problem with additional side information due to message passing. By MAIS outer bound [2] , we conclude that the achievable DoF tuple should satisfy the following inequalities:
Because if the conflict digraph D is perfect, its symmetric part S(D) is perfect [9] , by [10, Chapter 65], we know that the polytope defined by clique inequalities of a perfect graph has integral vertices, meaning that each coordinate of the DoF tuple of the vertices is either 0 or 1. As shown in [8] , the integral vertices of the polytope defined by clique inequalities correspond to a set of messages in an independent set that do not interfere one another. It agrees with the vertex coloring of the undirected graph. It is also known that a feasible vertex coloring of the symmetric part of a digraph S(D) is also a feasible acyclic set coloring of this digraph D [9] . As such, each vertex of the outer bound region can be achieved by acyclic set coloring (orthogonal access with single-round message passing), and time sharing between vertices can achieve the entire region. This time sharing of acyclic set coloring is actually fractional acyclic set coloring of digraphs. This completes the proof.
In what follows, we present an illustrative example.
Example 2. Consider a 6-cell network topology shown in Fig.  2(a) . In the conflict digraph D in Fig. 2(b) , the symmetric part S(D) in Fig. 2(c) is perfect, and there do not exist directed cycles C n with n ≥ 3 as induced subdigraph, although there exist directed cycles for instance W 1 → W 2 → W 6 → W 1 . As there is an arc W 6 → W 2 , the subdigraph induced by W 1,2,6 is not a directed cycle. Thus, according to Theorem 3, we have the optimal DoF region D = (d 1 , . . . , d 6 ) ∈ R 6 + :
It immediately follows that the symmetric and sum DoF are d sym = 1 3 and d sum = 4, respectively. To achieve the symmetric DoF of 1 3 , we can simply schedule {W 1 , W 2 }, {W 3 , W 4 }, and {W 5 , W 6 } in three time slots respectively. In each time slot, W 1 , W 3 , W 5 are free of interference, and W 2 , W 4 , W 6 can be subsequently decoded after passing the decoded messages W 1 , W 3 , W 5 at receivers 1, 3, 5 to receivers 2, 4, 6 respectively. 
IV. WHEN DOES MESSAGE PASSING HELP?
Given a specific decoding order, the decoded message passing is also determined. After interference cancelation with passed messages, the TIM-MP problem becomes a modified TIM problem with some interfering links removed. According to the equivalence between TIM and index coding problems [1] , a decoding order corresponds to the arc removal in the conflict digraph D of the TIM problem, and equivalently the arc adding in the side information digraphsD of the index coding problem. A natural question is to ask, when message passing helps in the sense that the corresponding arc removal from D increases the DoF region of the TIM problem. The following theorem offers two sufficient conditions to this question. Theorem 4. A message passing is helpful, if either of the following conditions is satisfied:
• The addition of the corresponding arc in the side information digraphD forms new directed cycles as induced sub-digraphs; • The corresponding arc to be removed is a uni-directed arc in the conflict digraph D of a chordal network [8] .
Example 3. Let us consider a simple network topology shown in Fig. 3(a) , which is a chordal network [8] . Its conflict digraph D and the side information digraphD of the corresponding index coding problem are shown respectively in (b) and (c). The DoF region for this network topology is d 1 + d 2 + d 3 ≤ 1 and the symmetric DoF are 1 3 . In Fig. 3(d) , the addition of the arc (1, 3) inD forms a new directed cycle C 3 , which increases the symmetric DoF to d sym = 1 2 . By removing the uni-directed arc (1, 2) in D in Fig. 3(e) , the DoF region is enhanced to Fig. 3 (f) after removing the arc (3, 1) in D is still d 1 + d 2 + d 3 ≤ 1, because it is not uni-directed in D nor forming a new directed cycle by its addition inD. ♦ As a side remark, a similar setting was investigated for the index coding problem in [11] , [12] under the name of "critical index coding". The goal of critical index coding problem is to figure out if one arc in the side information digraph is critical in the sense that its removal reduces the capacity region of the index coding problem. It can be regarded as the dual problem of ours in terms of arc removing/adding. 
V. CONCLUSION
The topological interference management with decoded message passing (TIM-MP) problem in partially connected uplink cellular networks has been considered, where the transmitters have only access to topological information without knowing the channel realizations and each receiver is able to pass its decoded message once it is decoded to other receivers. By bridging the orthogonal access in this setting to the acyclic set coloring in directed conflict graphs, we have identified sufficient condition when orthogonal access is DoF-optimal. We also found out sufficient conditions when decoded message passing is helpful to improve network performance beyond the case without message passing.
APPENDIX
In what follows, more preliminaries pertaining to graph theory [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] are briefly recalled.
The underlying undirected graph G of D is created in such a way that any two vertices are joint with an edge in G if and only if there exists at least one arc between them in D. We denote by S(D) the symmetric part of D, which is an undirected graph such that any two vertices u, v are joint with an edge, if and only if both (u, v) ∈ A and (v, u) ∈ A hold. An arc either (u, v) ∈ A or (v, u) ∈ A but not both is referred to as a uni-directed arc, otherwise it is bi-directed. The complement of a digraph D = (V, A), denoted byD = (V,Ā), has the same vertex set V and (u, v) ∈Ā if and only if (u, v) / ∈ A. A subdigraph of D induced by vertex set U, denoted as induced sub-
The dichromatic number [14] of a digraph D, denoted by χ A (D) , is the minimum number of colors required to color the vertices of D in such a way that every set of vertices with the same color induces an acyclic sudigraph in D. Formally, χ A (D) is the smallest cardinality |C| of a color set C, so that it is possible to assign a color from C to each vertex of D such that for every color c ∈ C the subdigraph induced by the vertices colored with c is acyclic. A digraph (sub-digraph) is acyclic if it does not contain a directed cycle. A directed acyclic sub-digraph is referred to as an acyclic set. Dichromatic number χ A generalizes the notion of chromatic number χ from graphs to digraphs. The subgraph induced by the vertices with the same color in graphs is an independent set, while it is an acyclic set in digraphs. χ A (D) ≤ χ(G) holds for any digraph D and its underlying undirected graph G, because independent sets in G are special acyclic sets, such that any proper coloring of G is a proper directed coloring of D [9] .
A clique of a digraph is a sub-digraph in which for any two distinct vertices u and v both arcs (u, v) and (v, u) exist. A clique in the digraph D if and only if it is a clique in the symmetric undirected graph S(D). Each node is a clique with size 1. The clique number ω(D) is the size of the largest clique in D. Obviously, χ A (D) ≥ ω(D), because any two vertices in the clique cannot be in the same acyclic set.
A digraph D is perfect if, for any induced sub-digraph D[U] of D induced by any vertex subset U, χ A (D[U]) = ω(D[U]). By the Strong Perfect Digraph Theorem in [9] , a digraph D = (V, A) is perfect if and only if the undirected symmetric part S(D) is perfect and D does not contain any directed cycle C n with n ≥ 3 as induced subdigraph. The directed cycle C n refers to the induced sub-digraph with arcs {(1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (n − 1, n), (n, 1)}, beyond which there do not exist any other arcs. C n is an odd cycle if n is odd, and an even cycle if n is even.
An undirected graph is perfect [10] if and only if it does not contain odd holes nor odd antiholes as induced subgraphs. The hole is the chordless cycles with length greater than 4, and the antihole is the complement of hole. A chordless cycle is a set of vertices and edges that form a closed loop without chord. The length of a cycle is the number of vertices in this cycle. A chord is an edge that connects two non-adjacent vertices of a cycle. A chordal network is a bipartite graph network that does not contain induced chordless cycles of length 6 or more.
